Although we have had no especially strong men in the shot-put for some time, the showing made Tuesday afternoon was altogether inexcusable. In spite of the additional training the results were decidedly worse than those of the Indoor Meet.

Go to the Wild West Show at the Kommers tomorrow.

The gymnastic exhibition to be held at the Gym this evening marks an innovation at Tech. The value of such an affair is twofold; it not only increases interest in gymnastics in general, but also affords students an opportunity to see the best work that men of their number can do. The exhibition will be first class and none should miss it who enjoy seeing good gymnastics.

The action of the Sophomore Electoral Committee in beginning the competition for the Technique Art Staff at this time should prove of great advantage in allowing a thorough organization of the art work before the close of the present school year. The importance of the selection of a good art staff is self-evident and it is therefore to be hoped that all capable Sophomores will enter the competition.